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points on the ground are sighted to obtain the desired informa
tion, not more than a couple of minutes are needed to find 
the average drift within approximately one degree. 

The observer may also operate as follows: 
Let us suppose that the recording board is placed, not 

horizontally, but vertically, and in a plane perpendicular to 
the axis of the craft, the observer being placed upon the axis 
and facing the rear. If he now sights the horizon he will 
trace a horizontal line; if he then sights the axial plane of 
the aircraft (the tail of the latter) he will trace a vertical 
line. This being done, if he next sights points upon the 
ground he will obtain dotted lines which will aU cut the 
line of the horizon at the same point which coincides with the 
vanishing point of the parallel lines represented by the relative 
displacement of all points upon the ground with respect to the 
observer. The divergence between this point and the vertical 
line will exactly measure the drift, thus affording a new 
method of determining the drift and consequently the corrected 
route. This method is particularly valuable when the ground 
itself is hidden by clouds but when a few points along the 
horizon are still visible. 

The Route Corrector-When the aircraft has navigated two 
different quarters in succession the drifts obtained by means 
of the driftograph enable the observer to trace upon a circular 
sheet of paper marked with the compass points and kept in a 
fixed position by means of the compass, two straight lines and a 
line drawn from the center of the sheet to the lines. Inter
section of these lines gives the velocity and direction of the 
"prevailing wind." 

In this manner the direction of the wind is determined in 
less than 5 minutes and the corrected route is at once de
duced. It is transmitted automatically to a repeater operated 
by a flexible shaft and placed under the eyes of the pilot. 

SUMMARY 

To sum up the matter this method which was very conclu
sively tested on August 28, 1920, in an airplane flying from 
Villacoublay to Melun and back, affords a prospect of navi
gating the air under conditions of admirable security. It is 
possible to register the variations of the prevailing wind in 
the strata of air traversed and immediately to deduce there
from the required corrections of the route. For this purpose it 
is only necessary to discern points upon the ground without 
having to identify their position upon the map. For over
sea trips small clouds of phosphorous fumes can be em
ployed, set off at - regular intervals. These form landmarks 
which are easy to see. 

The safe functioning of the apparatus is not dependent 
upon any sort of delicate mechanism. It is always ready for 
use-in short, the graphic method which it employs makes it 
possible to control the course of navigation and to furnish 
valuable meteorological data. 

BALLOON RACINf';,-A GAME OF PRACTICAL 
METEOROLOGY 

By RALPH H. UPSON 

METEOROLOGY is no more an exact science than medicine is. 
To be sure, there are laws and principles that can be implicit
ly relied upon, but the great bulk of our future development 
for some time to come must depend on the accumUlation and 
coordination of plain facts, experience, and practice. The 
performance of any aircraft (whether heavier- or lighter-than
air) is a resultant of two factors: (a) The power plant of 
the craft, and (b) the surrounding air, or broadly speaking
the weather. 

As in other branches of science, the best way to study this 
important subject from a practical standpoint is to separate 
it as far as possible from outside influences which only dis
turb the observations and confuse the result. The free bal
loon is almost ideally suited to our present purpose for the 
following reasons: 

1. Having no motor, its control is entirely dependent on 

coordination with existing weather conditions. The perform

ance of a balloon is like that of a free particle of air with the 
addition of altitude control. 

2. The entire freedom from pitching, vibration, noise and 
wind, permits the most delicate observations to be made. 

3. Its simplicity and safety of operation makes a balloon 
especially desirable for a great variety of experiments. A free 
balloon is so safe that it is practically fool proof. 

The highest art of ballooning finds expression in the na
tional and international races for distance which are held 
every year. These commonly run anywhere from 400 to 1,200 

miles' distance and 18 to 60 hours' duration. Having been 
a loser myself in the last big race, I need not be at all bashful 
to say that one of these races will draw on almost every talent 
that a man ha8�knowledge of navigation and meteorology, 
experience in its application, ability to size up the actual con
ditions, good judgment in their interpretation. practical skill 
in handling the balloon, firmness in adhering to a good plan 
of action but always with eyes and mind open for a better 
one, courage or caution where necessary, and plenty of plain 
physical endurance without forgetting good sportsmanship; 
these are a few of the qualities one can use to advantage in a 
balloon race. Of the nine international races for the Gordon 
Bennett cup since 1906, Belgium has been winner once, France 
once, Switzerland once, Germany twice, and the United States 
four times. This year the races' will start from Belgium be
cause of the Belgian lieutenant, de l\i[uyter's, victory last year. 

The history of balloon racing up to the present time shows 
conclusively that it is taking on more and more of a meteoro
logical character. In the past, races have been occasionally 
won by mere practical skill in operation of the balloon, but the 
time when this is possible is rapidly passing, if indeed it 
bas not already passed. In the future, meteorological knowl
edge instead of being a secondary factor in the assets of a 
team, will be absolutely the controlling factor. 

The record of the race from Birmingham, Ala., last fall is 
a very interesting study in this connection. The winner was a 

trained meteorologist besides being a good balloon pilot. His 
performance in that race sounds almost incredible, but the 
facts cannot be avoided. He, the winner, among all those who 

really stayed in the race, landed the very earliest. All started 
from Birmingham, Ala., between 5 :30 and 6 P. M., October 23. 
At 9 :30 A. M. of October 25 the winner was landing in the 
State of Vermont, while most of the other balloons were 
floating gently over Indiana and ;\Iichigan. One of these (we 
need not mention names) had ballast in plenty for another 

24 hours, but would have needed twice that length of time to 
reach the distance marked off by the winner. At 2 o'clock in 
the afternoo; (of the third day) a landing was finally made 
near Detroit, at approximately the same spot that the winner 
had passed over about 16 hours before. 

These are striking coincidences, it must be admitted, but 
there is plenty of other evidence at least as strong showing 
the great importance of meteorology in modern balloon racing. 
And the shoe fits both ways. Not only does balloon racing 
need meteorologists for its best development, but meteorolo
gists need the experience and stimulus which free ballooning 
is best able to give. 

Ballooning is by all odds the best practical training for 
anyone who would use weather knowledge. Then why not for 
professional meteorologists? To be perfectly frank, balloon
ing is no longer important for the making of structural experi
ments from an engineering standpoint. The more definitely 

practical types of aircraft, such as airships and kite balloons, 
have reached a point where they are no longer dependent 
on free balloon experience for their structural requirements. 
But the keen struggle of wits against weather and the won
derful spirit of adventure which is an intimate part of even 

the shortest balloon flight, will always keep alive this fine 
sport.-Abstracted from the Monthly TVeather Review Jan., 
1921. Article written F eb. 25, 1921. 
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